
DVO'S AT A GLANCE

dvo feature Film Video Convert Essentials + Video Convert Restore

Regrain RGB Magically match any film grain look

Scratch Target Easily remove vertical scratch

Dry Clean
Simply the best automated dust and dirt removal 
tool in the world

Steady 2 Our fully automated image stabilizer

Dust GT A super fast dust management tool

Fix Our Incredible Manual dust and artifact remover

Dust & Fix
Combines auto & manual dust busting into a single 
tool!!!

Chroma
Magically fix any chromatic aberration, fringing & 
color bleeding

Dirt Map Our legendary Auto Repair tool

Flicker Automatic flicker removal

Frame Our advanced frame reconstruction tool

Pixel
Dead pixel trouble? Not any more... Auto locate & 
remove here

Print Align Will auto align RGB separation prints

Print Align Sequential
Auto combine and align sequential RGB separation 
prints

Warp Removes warping associated with line scanners

Alias Fix image aliasing caused by high frequency patterns

Aperture Introduce incredible sharpness to your image

Clarity
It's simply the best grain and noise reducer in the 
world - nuff said

Grain GT Super fast grain management

Sharpen
Sharpen the image without magnifying the noise - 
unbelievable!!!

Dust Excellent auto motion-compensation dust removal

Cross-colour Remove Chroma or dot crawl from video

Dropout + Fix
Combines automated and manual drop-out 
correction into a single tool!!!

Line-Sync
Correct shifted and/or stretched lines due to 
synchronization errors - who knew?

Noise Motion-compensated video noise reduction

Dropout Easy auto drop-out and random artifact concealment

Brickwall
Enables you to Pre-master video for compression 
and fix digital camera sensor issues

De-interlace
Highly accurate creation of progressive frames from 
any interlaced material

Twister Our advanced software standards conversion tool

Zoom
Our super high quality up-converter and down-
converter

Upscale Need to up-convert SD to HD? Do it here

Three Two Our auto mixed cadence correction tool

Stereo Fix Easily correct color variations and image alignment

Scala
Our intelligent image upscaler with unparalleled 
quality

Included
Available as part of an optional Upgrade Pack

Essentials
TRANSFORM 

A.I.
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34 of the best Emmy award-winning tools available (with more to 
come), you’ll find a DVO perfectly matched to any grading, 
correction, restoration or conversion challenge.

PHOENIX EDITIONS DVO Upgrade Packs
for Phoenix

DVO Upgrade Packs 
for Nucoda 
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